
Happy New Year! 
I hope you had a 
lovely Christmas and 
managed to spend 
quality time with 
family and friends.

Like many, I had some feelings of relief that 2020 is behind us. I 
anticipated that 2020 was going to have its fair share of challenges, 
with some farmer confidence lower than usual, the pressure that 
banks were putting on the agriculture sector, regional droughts, 
government environmental policies and so on, but had no idea of 
what would be delivered to us in terms of a global pandemic.

When I returned from overseas in February last year, COVID-19 
was starting to slowly spread throughout the world. I had no idea 
or could even imagine that this would affect us in New Zealand let 
alone the entire world.

As we went into lockdown on 28 March, I think most of us in NZ 
were very uncertain about what the future was going to hold? How 
affected our business would be? What impact would COVID-19 
have? Actually how long could a country be stopped from 
operating?

At Carrfields we were very fortunate that we were an essential 
service, being an important part of the agricultural supply chain, 
which enabled most of our businesses to be able to operate 
albeit in a much-reduced form to normal. As an essential service, 
we were able to continue providing products and services to our 
customers, and I am truly grateful to our amazing customers for 
their continued loyalty and patience during challenging times.

As we came out of lockdown, we have essentially been COVID free 
in NZ apart from a few hot spots, and life for us has continued 
mostly as normal, apart from not being able to jump on a plane 
and leave NZ. I have found it very strange not being able to just 
jump on an international flight after many years of doing so.
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I have recently completed a two-month roadshow, visiting our 
team members across the country to update them on the 5-year 
strategic road map for Carrfields and its businesses going forward. 
This trip allowed for me to recieve customer feedback, via our 
teams. This feedback has been collated and will be discussed 
within our management team, with actions to be taken and 
communicated. We encourage our customers to provide feedback 
on our products, services and team members. If you have any 
concerns or wish to share your positive experiences working with 
us, please call us to arrange an appointment, or email feedback to 
marketing@carrfields.co.nz.

Going into 2021, I would have to say that generally business 
overall is very positive. There seems to be good confidence in our 
agricultural community right now, albeit some concern over global 
volatility and supply chains. 

This hasn’t been without its challenges since early December with 
the accurate predictions of a La Nina summer for 2020/21. We’ve 
have seen huge volatility in our weather from hailstorms, floods, 
snow, winds, heat waves and so on which does not make it easy for 
our farmers and our teams. We must all appreciate how lucky we 
are to live in our country and operate in the agricultural sector.

I am excited about the future of our business and look forward to 
continuing to work with our customers in 2021 and beyond. Later 
in the second quarter, I will be commencing on a client focused 
roadshow. This is a new concept that we are launching, and I am 
really excited about meeting clients in different regions across New 
Zealand. We will send out invitations to these roadshows in the 
coming months.

On behalf of the Carr family, I would like to thank you for your 
continued custom, and commitment to working with us. We 
certainly had a year of great challenges and great successes, and 
your ongoing support means that we have been able to continue 
to provide you with world class products and services. We know 
2021 will continue to challenge us in this crazy world of COVID-19 
that we live in right now, but we do hope there is light at the end of 
the tunnel.

Craig Carr

Managing Director
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A new Mitsubishi vehicle sales, service and 
parts business is to open in Ashburton this 
month following a joint venture agreement 
between Christchurch-based Morrison Cars and 
Carrfields Group.

The new joint venture company, Morrison 
Mitsubishi, acquired Smallbone Ltd, which has 
operated in Ashburton for over 100 years. 

Morrison Mitsubishi will begin operating a 
full-service Mitsubishi sales, service and parts 
operation this month, located at the current 
Smallbone premises at 177 
Archibald Street, Tinwald. 

All Smallbone Ashburton staff 
have been offered positions 
in the new business, which will 
also continue to provide Holden 
parts and service for the next 
10 years. 

Carrfields Group would also like to farewell Bob 
Grant, Executive Director of Smallbone and 
Carrfields’ former joint venture partner in the 
Smallbone business. 

Bob has retired after nearly 50 years of service 
to Smallbone, first as an employee, later as a 
100% owner of the business and in recent years 
as a 50/50 joint venture partner with Carrfields.

EXCITING NEW BRAND FOR SMALLBONE
We have enjoyed a longstanding relationship 
with Bob which has been highly positive for 
both the Smallbone and Carrfields teams, as 
well as to Smallbone’s many customers in mid 
and south Canterbury. It has been an absolute 
pleasure to work alongside Bob over the years 
and we wish him all the very best for his well-
earned retirement.

Carrfields Irrigation, like all businesses, had a 
year of adapting to challenges thrown up by 
COVID-19, keeping focussed on the delivery of 
innovative irrigation solutions to our clients while 
trying to “keep the wheels on” day to day.

We appreciate the ongoing support from our 
customers and think our team have done a 
great job of getting on with things. We are 
grateful that we have been able to deliver 
some exciting projects and launch some new 
products. 

Some recent project and company 
developments that we have proudly delivered 
include;

• The design, supply and installation of an 
irrigation and frost mitigation system for 
over 100ha of orchard development over 

multiple sites in Central Otago. We are 
extremely proud of this project. Our Central 
Otago team have really enjoyed working with 
our customers on this project. 

• We recently launched our newest service 
offering, Irri-Logic, which is a Bluetooth soil 
moisture monitoring service that is unique 
in the industry. To learn more about this 
service visit: www.carrfieldstechnology.co.nz/
our-services/

• We relocated the parts department in 
Ashburton from our previous location 
at Dobson Street to Woollen Mills Drive, 
Ashburton. If you require parts, please 
contact our team on 03 307 6690.

KEY ROLES RECENTLY APPOINTED 
WITHIN IRRIGATION
- Brent Dawson, 
 General Manager

- John Ratcliff, 
 Branch Manager - Central Otago

- Jacob Freeman, 
 Sales and Design Engineer

- Mark Wallis, 
 Service Technician - Central Otago

Carrfields Irrigation installing irrigation at a cherry orchard in Central Otago

IRRIGATION
2020 WRAP UP

Above. Irri-Logic, Carrfields Technology’s latest service offering
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In December 2019, our clients were enjoying 
record lamb prices, strong international 
demand for red meat, and good pasture and 
crop conditions throughout most regions.

Then enter 2020, and straight away the rain 
stopped, and we experienced widespread 
drought conditions. This was closely followed 
by COVID-19 and a seven-week suspension of 
saleyards, coupled with a substantial reduction 
in processing capacity at meat works. Once we 
were past these challenges, we then had the 
tragic sinking of the Gulf Livestock 1 vessel and 
the suspension of live export shipments.

Despite the curve balls, Carrfields Livestock have 
enjoyed working with their clients throughout 
the year. We have continued to expand our 
services, which in turn provides a higher level 
of service to our valued clients. Some of the 
highlights include;

• The launch of OneStock, our finance
product. We are proud to be providing
flexible financing options for our clients,
covering both seasonal lending and capital
breeding stock. To learn more about this
product visit. www.carrfieldslivestock.co.nz/
one-stock/

• Carrfields Livestock facilitated a record
number of on-farm auctions for dairy stock,
throughout the Waikato and Bay of Plenty
regions. To view our upcoming on-farm
auctions visit: www.carrfieldslivestock.co.nz/
mobile-on-farm-auction-facilities/

• We added our live streaming and bidding
service for on-farm auctions, via the
AuctionsPlus platform. Find out more here:
www.carrfieldslivestock.co.nz/auctionsplus/

ONESTOCK®

OneStock is the newest service offering from 
Carrfields Livestock. OneStock provides farmers 
with simple finance packages, that allow farmers 
to fund livestock to take advantage of seasonal 
and market opportunities.

Carrfields Livestock provide flexible livestock 
finance options, that have simple application 
processes and structures allowing you to 
achieve your farming goals and maximise 
profitability. We offer both trading and capital 
stock financing packages, with flexibility to tailor 
the product in different ways, so each customer 
gets the finance package that suits their 
individual situation.

The main benefits of this product are:

• Fast, flexible finance

• Simple, low documentation application
process

• Funding available for 100% of the livestock
value

• Profit margins generally available each time
stock is sold

• Funding available for both trading and
capital stock

• Competitive interest rates

• Security is only taken over the livestock.

Contact our OneStock team to discuss your 
livestock finance requirements
0800 223 070
onestock@carrfields.co.nz

• Carrfields Livestock are accredited with
the Ministry of Primary Industries to manage 
M-Bovis valuations and the procurement of
replacement livestock.

Looking forward for 2021, the Carrfields 
Livestock team will be working hard to further 
improve our service offerings to our clients. 
We have a number of projects underway that 
will provide more options for our field force 
coupled with investment in technology, to make 
processes simpler and more efficient.

The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and the 
challenges for the global hospitality industry 
will no doubt continue to present issues for the 
red meat sector for some time to come, but in 
general the livestock industry is in good shape 
and we look forward to continuing the grow and 
increasing our level of service for our customers.

LIVESTOCK
2020 WRAP UP
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NZ Yarn announced its latest development in 
December 2020. NZ Yarn, which is a subsidiary 
of CP Wool, is joining forces with hemp 
processing company Hemp NZ to create a new 
natural fibres and materials business: New 
Zealand Natural Fibres (NZNF).

NZNF is aiming to be a pioneer in the global 
natural fibres revolution, with a clear purpose to 
transform natural fibres to enable earth-positive 
choices. Products will be made from renewable, 
New Zealand-grown hemp and wool, as well 
as blends of the two fibres, using proprietary 
technology to prototype, produce and market a 
wide range of consumer and industrial options.

The creation of the new company paves the way 
for the development of an extensive portfolio of 

new product innovation, as well as opening new 
national and global sales channels.

We are very positive about the future of New 
Zealand wool and hemp products worldwide. 
There is tremendous potential to increase 
awareness of the sustainability, versatility and 
quality of wool and hemp across a variety of 
value-add applications.

New Zealand Natural Fibres will be based in the 
NZ Yarn plant in Burnside, Christchurch, where 
the company is in the process of installing a 
leading-edge natural fibre processing facility 
which it has imported from Europe.

This highly advanced equipment, which is the 
first of its kind in New Zealand, enables NZNF 
to begin what is thought to be the first-ever 

Post the New Zealand COVID-19 lock down 
we were, along with the rest of the world, very 
unsure about future demand and the impact 
on sales and business performance. 

Fortunately, our target markets and product 
categories were relatively unaffected by global 
COVID disruptions. 

In fact, private aviation in USA experienced a lift 
in activity with hundreds of business flights a 

day. Whilst commercial airlines were grounded 
and corporate fleets like Walmart and Coca-
Cola were grounded, the need for maintenance 
increased.

The Melbourne COVID-19 lockdown (9 July to 
28 September) meant our Australian carpet 
manufacturing customers were unable to 
operate for 12 weeks, which had the impact of 
effectively halving our order bank. This created 

NZ YARN / NZ NATURAL FIBRES
pent up demand and since the Melbourne alert 
levels have been relaxed and manufacturing 
companies back at work, we have received a 
flurry of orders as back orders are fulfilled and 
inventory levels replenished.

Earlier this month we announced the changes 
in company ownership and rebrand from 
NZ Yarn to New Zealand Natural Fibres. 
Carrfields Primary Wool now owns 67% of the 
ordinary shares in the company and Hemp NZ 
owns the balance 33% ordinary share, along 
with 47 founding Redeemable Preference 
Shareholders.

This is a pivotal and historic moment for 
the company, marking our expansion into 
hemp fibre production and wool and hemp 
hybrid materials. The new decortication 
plant installation is well advanced and will be 
operating by February 2021.

We will of course continue to manufacture 
woollen spun yarns alongside hemp and 
wool/hemp non-woven fabrics, yarns and 
composites.

commercial processing of hemp stalks into fibre 
in the Southern Hemisphere.

The new processing facility will operate 
alongside NZ Yarn’s existing yarn spinning 
equipment, which spins strong New Zealand 
wool into yarn for the carpet industry worldwide. 
We will be working on the development of new 
consumer products made from wool yarn, wool 
& hemp hybrid yarns and non-woven wool and 
hemp products.

This presents a tremendous opportunity for 
growers of materials such as wool and hemp, 
and producers of consumer and industrial 
products made from them, to ride the wave of 
changing consumer behaviour. To find out more 
about NZNF visit: www.nznaturalfibres.co.nz/

INNOVATING 
FOR A GREENER TOMORROW

http://www.nznaturalfibres.co.nz/ 


Under Alert Level 4 wool was not considered 
essential service so the CP Wool network was 
essentially shut for seven week. The whole wool 
pipeline was locked down resulting in eight 
auction sales being cancelled.

The impact on the business was severe as CP 
Wool relies on wool sales for revenue, no sales 
– no revenue and the expenses continue.

The global demand for wool fibre is weak post 
COVID-19 lock downs, with most of the wool 
trading nations of China, Italy, UK and India still 
suffering.

Wool prices have drifted sideways, despite 
subdued prices farmers are preferring to clear 
wool and don’t want to try and play the global 
commodity markets.

As several of our lease agreements expired 
and in an effort to consolidate costs and pass 
on savings, we took the initiative to close 3 
wool stores. Gore, Whangarei and Gisborne 
stores now have transitioned to depots at local 
freight companies.

There is also increasing interest in farmers 
wanting to make carpets from their own wool, 
we have completed two custom batches and 

2020 brought us new challenges, resulting in a 
stronger and more agile company.

We arrived back in New Zealand, mid-February 
2020, after an around the world trip to attend 
the American Seed Trade conference in 
Monterey, followed by a week in India with our 
team, and customer visits in the region. The 
world of global trade was faced with a very trying 
situation with COVID-19, and by late March, New 
Zealand was put into lockdown, changing the 
way we conduct our normal business day.

Thanks to some swift industry action, protocols 
were quickly established allowing uninterrupted 
processing and export of our seeds. This 
allowed Winseed to continue to operate, 
delivering market leading hybrids to distributors 
and vegetable growers around the world. It 
wasn’t without its challenges, namely the limited 
freight options, with significant cost increases, 
which forced our logistics team into problem 
solving mode. Global freight services remain 
constricted today.

In 2020, Winseed’s varieties of carrot, beetroot 

and peas were exported to over 30 countries 
around the world. In general, the industry is 
performing well this year, even in the face 
of COVID-19, as food demand and security 
remains front of mind. We do also acknowledge 
those of you who have faced challenges outside 
of COVID-19, with several clients facing climate, 
market, and political situations in recent times.

Winseed’s focus is on supporting market regions 
where smallholder farmers are the norm. 
Today, smallholder farmers are responsible 
for producing 70-80% of the world’s food and 
Winseed is committed to playing its part in 
increasing the productivity of these farmers, as 
the demand for food is ever increasing.

To support this we will invest more resource 
into plant breeding, to create vegetable varieties 
that meet the requirements of both farmer 
and consumer. In addition to this, once freer 
travel is possible, we will be appointing Winseed 
representatives based in key market regions to 
better support our customers.

Given the challenges last year, it was been 

WINSEED
a real highlight to see and experience the 
proactiveness and compassion of our team. 
Which resulted in us receiving good scores and 
valuable feedback from our recent customer 
survey. The feedback from the survey has 
already initiated change.

We hope 2021 allows for travel and we can 
soon meet with our valued clients in person. We 
thank our clients for their continued support, 
and we look forward to working with you again 
this year.

To learn more about Winseed visit www.
winseed.co.nz

have a further six orders in the system.

We have continued offering NZ Yarn contracts 
at significant premiums over the spot market.

We are also very encouraged to see Wools of 
New Zealand and Primary Wool Cooperative 
continuing with discussions to unite into one 
large and strategically aligned grower group.

We are hopeful the 2021 will see some degree 
of “normality” return international markets as 
vaccine’s are rolled out and lockdowns become 
a thing of the past. Thank you to our loyal 
clients for their continued support. We are 
dedicated to our industry, hang in there!

WOOL
2020 WRAP UP
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• It has been a busy and rewarding period 
for Carrfields Grain & Seed, over the past 
six months, we’ve welcomed new growers 
to the business and have seen an increase 
in area of crop placed. Our teams are 
grateful for the support from clients and are 
enjoying managing these crops. With more 
crop in the ground, the team are very busy 
especially the delivery team with ag-chem 
going out around the region.

• We’ve ramped up our research and 
development programme, which gives 
us the ability to learn more about certain 
crops in various growing conditions, in turn 
increasing the value to our growers, giving 
us and our growers commercial edge in the 
field.

• We have our hemp fibre bales from the 
2020 harvest off farm stored ready for 
processing at New Zealand Natural Fibres, 
as we look to progress this strategic part of 
the business. We are excited to see how our 
hemp trials progress, as we look to learn 
more about the physiology of the plant. 
To find out more about our hemp fibre 
opportunities, contact Mark Collie, Hemp 
Business Manager on 027 439 3331.

• In terms of people, we are extremely excited 
to welcome several new team members:

- Rachael Robinson, 
 Arable Agronomist (Darfield/Hororata/North 

Canterbury)

- Logan Tasker, 
 Pastoral Agronomist (Mid Canterbury)

- Jimmy Martin, 
 Operations Manager

autumn cereal options, contact your local 
Carrfields Grain & Seed representative.

NUFARM WINNERS ANNOUNCED
Carrfields Grain & Seed recently ran promotion 
with one of their ag-chem suppliers, Nufarm. We 
saw a good level of uptake with a great prize up 
for grabs, with teo mystery weekends away that 
included flights, accommodation, hire car and a 
prezzy card for two people.

Entries were open to clients, who received 
one entry for every $1000 spent on Nufarm 
products with Carrfields Grain & Seed during 
October/November.

Congratulations to our winners, Fraser & Lisa 
Tasker of Staple Homestead, dairy farmers from 
Ruapuna and Angus & Gemma Mackenzie, 
farmers/spray contractors from Eiffelton.

Below: Johnny Doyle (left), Carrfields Pastoral Agronomist, and Jeff 

Hurst (right), from Nufarm, presented Fraser Tasker (centre) from 

Ruapuna with one of the two mystery weekends we gave away.

- Mark Derriman, 
 Grain Trader

- Huw Murray, 
 Pastoral Agronomist (Central Otago)

- Will Lampp, 
 Pastoral Agronomist (Selwyn/Banks Peninsula) 

- starting 1 February 2021

- Matt Jensen, 
 Pastoral Agronomist (North Canterbury) - 

starting 15 March 2021

To meet the rest of our team visit:               
www.carrfieldsgrainandseed.co.nz/our-team

• Looking ahead, it’s time to think about 
for your upcoming autumn cereal seed 
requirements. We will have our traditional 
varieties available including our Word 
Record winning, Kerrin. We will also be 
introducing some upcoming cereal varieties 
including Zyatt. Cereal Seed information 
for 2021 will be out to growers soon. In 
the meantime, to learn more about your 

GRAIN & SEED
2020 WRAP UP
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Combine Training Day

Email queries: info@carrfields.co.nz
62 Cass Street,  Ashburton, New Zealand 7700
T. +64 3 307 6014 F. +64 3 307 6960

Like many businesses around the world, we’ve 
had ongoing challenges with European supply 
chains. With the majority of our machinery being 
sourced from Europe, we anticipate that there 
will be ongoing supply chain issues this year.

We are grateful to our clients who have worked 
with us during the year. As an essential service, 
our teams worked hard to ensure that we 
continued to provide a high level of service, 
albeit with strict health and safety protocols 
in place, ensuring the safety of clients and our 
team members.

Our colleagues from Carrfields Machinery in 
Australia, endured a far longer lock down period 
than us, and we are pleased that they have not 
emerged from lock down and can start visiting 
our clients over the ditch.

Although we look back now, and think what a 
challenging year it was, we’ve also had some 
really fantastic developments within the 
business. 

In February, we announced that we had become 
the exclusive dealer for Novag in Australia and 
New Zealand. We have seen the release and 
arrival of Novag, no-tillage low-disturbance seed 
drills in both countries. We are extremely happy 
with the quality and output of these machines. 
Guy Fordham is leading this product, as we are 
grateful to have the knowledge of Bill Ritchie 
and Paul Spackman who have also joined the 
team. To learn more about Novag visit: www.
carrfieldsmachinery.co.nz/novag/

Thank you once again to our clients for their 
ongoing support. We are encouraging our 
clients to order indent machinery now with 
the ongoing supply chains and sea freight are 
disruption please contact our sales team for 
updates and pricing. www.carrfieldsmachinery.
co.nz/contact-us.

CARRFIELDS MACHINERY

We hosted the annual Combine Training Day on 
16 December.

This year we hosted approximately 35 
combine owners and/or their staff members 
at our Tinwald site to go over the capabilities 
and features of the combines that they had 
purchased last year.

It’s a great opportunity to catch up with our 
clients, with two, two-hour sessions that are 
facilitated by our sales team and specialists from 
Landpower. Our customers benefit from these 
sessions but they also benefit from meeting with 
like minded farmers, and the discussions are 
valuable for them as well as our team.

We also invite representatives from the 
Carrfields businesses to join the sessions. This 
provides our extended colleagues with the 
opportunity to hear first-hand, any feedback 
from our customers, or the representatives 
can offer advice or product recommendations 
on other agricultural services offered by the 
Carrfields group.

Following the training session, we enjoyed 
dinner at Cleavers Corner.  Thank you to 
everyone that attended the day. We all 
thoroughly enjoyed ourselves, and appreciate 
you taking the time out of your days at such a 
busy time of year.

COMBINE 
TRAINING DAY

CLAAS Harvest Centre Canterbury were 
recently saddened by the passing of 
Helmut Claas, a long-time managing 
shareholder of the CLAAS group.

Helmut died on January 5 at the age of 
94. CLAAS is deeply saddened by the 
death of the agricultural engineering 
pioneer. His family, more than 11,000 
employees, and the entire industry 
mourn the loss of a global leader in the 
agricultural machinery business.
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